SOUTHERN REGION – LONG ISLAND - BOARD OF REVIEW
MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 3, 2022

FIRST HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2021-0610
THE PETITIONER IS AMY DEVITO
MOTION: APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:
__ AYE __ ROBERT PETERSON, CHAIRMAN
__ AYE __ ANDREW HAIMES
__ AYE __ PEY-LIN NEE
__ AYE __ ERIKA SCHAUB

SECOND HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2021-0621
THE PETITIONER IS DIMETRIUS TSUNIS
MOTION: ADJOURNED

Vote:
__ AYE __ ROBERT PETERSON, CHAIRMAN
__ AYE __ ANDREW HAIMES
__ AYE __ PEY-LIN NEE
__ AYE __ ERIKA SCHAUB

THIRD HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2021-0363
THE PETITIONER IS JACK SEDOROWITZ
MOTION: APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:
__ AYE __ ROBERT PETERSON, CHAIRMAN
__ AYE __ ANDREW HAIMES
__ AYE __ PEY-LIN NEE
__ AYE __ ERIKA SCHAUB
FOURTH HEARING

IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2021-0404
THE PETITIONER IS JOSEPH GROSS
MOTION: APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:
   AYE       ROBERT PETERSON, CHAIRMAN
   AYE       ANDREW HAIMES
   AYE       PEY-LIN NEE
   AYE       ERIKA SCHAUB

FIFTH HEARING

IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2021-0500
THE PETITIONER IS TODD O'CONNELL
MOTION: APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:
   AYE       ROBERT PETERSON, CHAIRMAN
   AYE       ANDREW HAIMES
   AYE       PEY-LIN NEE
   ABSENT   ERIKA SCHAUB